Gov’t. Must Disclose Result of Kunduz Investigations: MPs

KABUL - The result of the investigations needs to be shared with the public instead of the Presidential Palace, number of Afghan lawyers argued. “The result of the investigations needs to be disclosed, delays worry us the result of the investigations needs to be shared with the public, no political deal should be made,” Sadegh Nifi-

Shah Aminullah Amin, a member of Afghan parliament from Dukundi province said. Fakor钹lik, another member of Parliament from Bamiyan province stated, “laws must be kept in the dark, Kunduz collapse affected thousand, the perpetrators need to be probed”, Presidential spokesman Sayed Zafar Hashimi said the Nu-
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Merkel Unable to Defuse German Coalition Dispute

BERLIN - Angela Merkel failed on Sunday to resolve differences within her ruling coalition on dealing with the crisis over a huge migrant influx, leaving a major coalition in Germany’s biggest economy and long a magnet for immigrants, especially from the Middle East, to consider splitting. The chancellor has reportedly asked leaders of her two parties to shop around for a new coalition, or even to hold a general election in the future, after failing to cobble together a majority in the Bundestag. Merkel, who has been in power since 2005, is now facing a crisis in her coalition. The social-liberal Free Democrats (FDP) announced they will not support the government’s immigration policies and want a bill that would allow private businesses to hire up to 20,000 of the most competent asylum seekers to stay in the country. Merkel’s center-right Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and its FDP ally have been struggling to agree on how to handle the inflow of migrants. The two parties’ leaders are meeting on Sunday for a final attempt to resolve the differences.
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Anti-Unemployment Movement Closed Door of MoLSAMD
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KABUL - Anti-unemployment movement closed door of Afghanistan’s Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs, Martyrs & Disabled MoLSAMD on Sunday to protest for the lack of employment opportunities for Afghan youths. The movement believes the only reason behind migrations, politics, addiction, and insecurity is the lack of employment opportunities and poverty in the country. They youths fear of continu-
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